VIII. Denton, Texas

Dec 1976 - 2016 (present)

39+ years

1 Hidden Valley Airpark
The End Stories and Appendix - Part 3
2013 - Feb 26-28 BIVOUAC III
March 15 - 20 years with SimuFlite.
Jun 10-12 Trip #30 at Lake Murray for our 53rd anniversary (and our last...).
Jun 22-25 Jeanne into hospital for her first lung procedure.
Aug 9th Claire graduated from Texas State University! Bachelors of Fine Arts and Communication.
Minor in Mass Communication - Public Relations.
Aug 8/9 (trip #31-last one) in AUS, 10/11 in Boerne - We saw Utopia and visited with Carl and Dianna.
Nov 18 Jeanne went into the hospital starting her last 99 days.
******
2014 - After Jeanne died I quit work at both E-R and S/F on 14 March. [See her folder on my Web site.]
Audited course on the Gospel of John with Dr. Jaime Clark-Soles in the fall at Perkins: a transformation.
2015 - Took a full year to settle our estate. Met with my girls, shot when I could, and worked on being a Monk.
2016 - This Reminiscences project was completed early this year.
April will be the 60th anniversary for the class of '56 in Ardmore.
Grady will graduate in Aug from Texas A&M University! with a Bachelors in Mechanical Engineering.

2005
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This is Sis-Kat helping out with the dish washing, or put another way:
"We got another cat in the house!"

Biscuit took this selfie of us in the armory reloading some .45 ACP.
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This cup was given to the instructors (names on the other side) for the 10th year of SimuFlite (S/F) and I
would point out the handle lasted almost 20 years but stuff happens in a class room - or simulator.
The first four years were spent doing mostly Learjet 35A classroom systems work and working in the
simulator getting the clients ready for their check rides. At least I had some time in this aeroplane after flying
91Whiskey in Oklahoma City and flying the Lear Jet 23s for EJA in Columbus, Ohio but S/F wanted more
systems knowledge taught than how to fly operationally so I had to really dig in to stay competitive.
Working for Dick Stone and with Harry Eckes and Matt Ligocki we had fun - especially when we
brought the wives with us for our "Touch and Go" gatherings. All of us had been in the Air Force so our
friendship continued until Matt left for a corporate job, Dick died, and I quit - left Harry to do the work...
Toward the end of 1997 I asked for the job of teaching the Air Force pilot upgrade to Instructor Pilot
class which was every three weeks, 15 times a year and was five days of academics and three days (four hours
each) of simulators. This turned out to be the most fun of my whole life teaching as I, how shall I say, just hit it
off with the Air Force guys and being able to develop and teach autonomously - but meeting the tasks - we had
andragogical fun. The class became known as "G. Heart Country" - and it became a legend in my own mind.
The numbers were: 16 years, 224 classes, 869 students, ~2112 simulator hours, and ~8,960 class room hours about 165 trips to the airport each year.
My next book will about how this class was taught and why it was so successful - and so much fun.
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The fuse is lit in G. Heart Country.
The lieutenants have just come back from getting some more coffee. This is the first time they have seen the
patch. I say a few words about how much fun it is to teach the class and then turn the projector off.
I then ask them to take out a sheet of paper and draw the patch from memory - they get two minutes and 37
seconds to complete the task.
No wait, the stories of these 16 years of teaching will have to come after my next book is written.
Sorry, it is too early to tell about WWYVB, CARPE DIEM, and Cheung Chau! This will have to wait!
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Dick Stone was one of my most favorite bosses. Sad day when he died late in 2013.
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Think Claire got a little upset with me for showing her the simulator without the motion being on...
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This was published in the JAAER, Winter 1996.
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This is a snap shot in the C-21A (Learjet 35A) simulator using the page for Cross Country Map. This is a birds
eye view of Will Rogers showing the red heart trace of my student on two missed approaches. His grade would
have been higher if he had managed the west turn a little quicker to meet his first crossing on the departure
course.
To brief an event to fly in the sim, knowing full well "something" on the aircraft might break, fail, or
puke, and knowing full well the weather will "probably" change and then to guide, instruct, and "teach" in this
environment takes a great deal of cognitive skills - with a dose of psychology - to meet the needs of an
instructor candidate. I will tell you why I was not only so confident in doing this but why I was so successful.
One of the best instructors was a guy named Mike Harter. He was so cool, so methodical, so smooth
with his work and guidance the students nearly always appreciated the way Mike would lead them down a path
and then they would "kinda, run off the runway" or scare the bejesus out of themselves. Mike would distract one
while passing a note to the other for him to follow and to set up a "test of a skill set." He would write for them
to do something, something wrong, or do nothing at all. Example: "This time put in the opposite rudder" or
"Read from the wrong checklist" or "Just say 'Whatever' to everything he says." Course, he then let the guys
figure out how to handle a student who is flying like a bag of rocks thus helping the new instructor learn what to
look out for with common student errors. Mike always threw these notes in the simulator trash can.
What made me so good and successful while instructing in the simulator was I used Mike's discarded notes.
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"Teachers open the door, but you must enter by yourself." Old Chinese Proverb
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Bis-Kit is asking if he needs to add anything to the 10,000th round reloaded in the armory...actually his look is
closer to "I have done enuff supervising your reloads for the day and its time for my supper!"
Recipe is 4.0 grains of Bullseye, 200 grain lead .451 SWC, TZZ case, with a Federal large pistol primer (LPP).
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This was in July of 2014. Then I had to send three 22 pistols to the gunsmith for overhaul.
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This shows the card sideways/edgeways which is about 0.009 inches thick.
Results below - ask Kelly how easy this is - with a .22 pistol from about nine feet.
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Doing the work of the Lord is Holey.
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Hoppe's #9, Frog Lube, a little scrubbing, is required after range duty.
The Lady Smith has been in the family a long time - bought it from Johnny.
The picture on the coffee cup is of "my" Riflemen as they are watching over the proceedings with big bore rifles
(and one shotgun).

"Carrying a .45 is not for comfort; it is to make me feel comfortable."

Cup by John
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45th Rifle Brigade Oklahoma (Auxiliary)
AKA Box Car Gang

Gary, John, Keith, Jim, Ken, Wayne
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Ken, Wayne, Keith, Jim, John (Veteran's Day)
Bivouac Jan 2015

Gary, John, Ken, Kenneth, Keith, Jim
This is just before happy hour and lighting of the camp fire...
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Jim is sub vocally saying "Here pig, here little piggy...take that!"
Remington 700 - Long barrel, bolt.233 - on the 200 yard line.

Grady's 100 yard .222 Shilen rifle card cutting shot for his 16th birthday present at the Boxcar.
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One of our Brigade manuals in the library (both in mine and in the box car) is a book by Philip B. Sharpe who
discusses the issue of "a gun bug clan" (p. 3) and what it takes to be a Gun Bug, or if you will, a 'Gun Nut.'
The picture above is "Gun Nut One"
Starting with when the hammer "faw down and go boom" (p. 35) to shooting bullets into the same hole, Gun
Nut One probably can answer any question you have on any issue with guns, shooting, and gun shows...we all
have needed his expertise more than once. He does kinda shy away from Glocks and has been known to give a
customer a quarter to take his broken down worthless piece of sh*t gun back from where it came.
Above is the master at work reaching for a hex wrench to tighten up the scope on his short barreled black 700
Remington chambered in .223. He also tuned my rifle and you can see the results below.
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Killo Mike Alpha! - looks pretty dang close for being in the same hole..."does touching count?"

"You miss 100% of the shots you don't take." Wayne Gretzky

Frank, at his 4th July celebration, is instructing on 30 cal. water
cooled, machine gun. These were fun times at his range in Wise County.
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AND NOW SOME ACADEMICS (you had best pay attention - to the very end)
When I look up from my computer screen this is what my east window looks like...a little history here. The ole
boys who did the woodwork enjoyed themselves with the artistic rendering of my OU and hook-em hanger
which sits on top of my Sooner stained glass. The 166th TFS plate hangs on the left while the 127th TFS hangs
on the right. There is a stack of captain's epaulets next to my spray helmet, three of the five captain hats, and my
Air Force hard hat with gas mask. A picture in the back ground is the third Braniff Boeing 727-100, N7272.
I'll bet you kids have not seen the bale of cotton in my Monk office? Yep, you need to find it and read about it.
While you are looking take a gander at some of the other more legendary and noticeable items to include:
* A white '50 Merc Jim built.
* The other models of airplanes: T-38, F-100, F4C, Learjet 35, and a B-25. Yes, I have flown or ridden in all of
them. Don't forget to take a gander at my OU football Pat and Rodney gave me with the signature of Saint
Switzer himself...also be careful doing a lot of digging as a gun may fall out or fall over and scare you.
* Having just recently rearranged my office to the U shaped desks I can see the south east corner with all my
notes and most books from my school work. And then on around to the rest of my collection of about 3500
books - some being upstairs till I can finish cleaning out the north east corner - where General Patton's picture is
hanging. They say books will not be around in the future and that's fine, I guess, but since I started reading 25
books a year in grade school, I will always remember the "mustiness of the stacks in the library."
I do regret not being able to read them all again take them all with me.
* You might find "a smooth rock" (used for what?) Jeanne brought back to me from the valley of Elah...
* You might find a piece of the Berlin Wall that D. Doyle Baker left here after his visit (Died 21 Feb 2016).
* You might find some priceless sand from the Omaha beach near Normandy that John Burton gave me.
* You might find a STL baseball from the division series win in 2006 from Greg.
* You might find a small envelope with some small pieces of gold - came off of my ole extracted teeth.
* You might find something worth talking about or maybe keeping in your desk till your grandkids come along.

"There is only one good, knowledge, and only one evil, ignorance." Socrates
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Betelgeuse
One night while flying back to DAL from The Lee Harvey Oswald Memorial Airport (JFK) we were configured
into a full freighter, just three of us, and non-stop, we were having a nice crossing. One of my most favorite
captains was running the show. He was Red Walters - don't know what his real front name was. Red, is all he
was ever called. Great guy, Catholic, big of heart, quoted a lot of poetry, and was one we enjoyed flying with.
I was in the right seat and probably had begged my way up there as my job was being the engine man but they
let me fly a lot...dang, those were the good ole days!
Red asked "Have you ever seen Betelgeuse?" I retorted with "What?"
He said "Betelgeuse!" I said, "No."
Then he said "I will show you" and he took the aeroplane away from me and put it up on the right wing so I
could see Betelgeuse straight up (zenith) in the sky. Since that moment this has been my most favorite star.
(So, what are the other two stars not marked in the drawing below near Betelgeuse?)
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Number 2
Early, out in the front yard - to let Biscuit run...
1/2 of me is gone, no appreciation for the dawn
I need to rise out of my dilemma
I need to rise up...maybe like the vapor from a lake.
to turn the corner in my grief
to see again the wonder
to sing again "for the beauty of the earth" (p. 105)
Ok, today it is nice, no wind.
then I remember...
no, it is not nice (and I know why).
Ok, nice day, it not raining
then it strikes me...
no, it is not nice.
Ok, nice, no coyotes
but I have aught buck in my shotgun
...
no, better, but it is still not nice.
Then one day, hoping, I notice the upslope stratus
gray puffy pre-dawn clouds.
I cleared the area...watching ole poodle
& then saw the new forming pink on the puffies!
Oh. Maybe...?
Then another day, hoping again, watching the Blue birds
straight up and straight down they went - the serenity...
OK, really, maybe?
Early, out in the yard, one day - calm, & it was cold
maybe?
Bis-kit was doing his business
maybe still...
And then it happened
He walked away leaving his pile.
I observed his hot heated dump
wafting up like vapor,
Joyfully I said:
"Poodle! A smoker!"
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COMPUTERS

Invocation is from my first class in "Computer Applications" or CECS 5010 at UNT in the summer of 1990.

"The trouble with old-fashioned computers was that they never did what you told them to do. The trouble with
modern computers is the fact that they do precisely what you told them to do, and not what you meant to tell
them to do" (Kemeny, p. 16).1

1

Kemeny, John G. (1972). Man and the computer. New York, NY: Charles Scribner's Sons.
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The new machine was a NEC 286/12 Super Powermate microcomputer/ 8MHz-12MHx with 10MB 80ns RAM
with a Multi-sync 3D 14" Color VGA Monitor (1024 x 768 resolution) loaded up with the software to guide me
through my degree plan as Computer Education and Cognitive Systems (CECS) was my minor. It cost me a ton
of money to get started but my plan was to use the training and experience to help me not only get through
school but for the rest of my life - and by god it did!
Looking back at the notes on my first two classes it makes me shake my head. The learning curve was a bit
steep for me having to learn computers while taking a full load - and still flying! (which was an error, but I did
plow through it). It would have added to have the computer set up way before I started.
Dr. Gerald Knezek (my minor professor) was the instructor for these first two classes (and in another one doing
post-grad work in 2000) and he said he studied under John Kemeny at Dartmouth who co-developed the BASIC
programming language in 1964. Am pointing this out because in 1990 we are all learning about computers. I
can remember in the fall of 1990 one of the professors had just gotten a new 386 machine and they were lined
up down the hall just to peak in and look at it.
Pause...just going back to see and think about bit, bytes, field, record, file, BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL, DOS,
0's and 1's, Babbage, Boolean Logic, QWERTY, Lovelace, and Grace Harper (the cockroach "bug" remember?) gives me a headache - but I still have the desire to press on and keep learning. I will say it is easier
to learn to fly aeroplanes than to get the smarts to learn and teach computers - and all that goes with it - yes, it
takes thousands of hours! So, given since about 1946 for the first generation computers having a professor like
Knezek2 was fortunate for me as he almost has a foot back in time to where and how it started especially when
PCs really started getting available in the late 80s.
Computers. What I do remember about my first computer class with him has carried me well. In his history of
computers he discussed how fast computers have become and how much cheaper they are now. From the midfifties they have just gone exponentially out of sight - almost straight up on a chart. He asked the class about
how far back in time have we had "recorded history." That was his term. And the answer he agreed with was
about 5,000 years BC so we are looking at 7,000 year ago to the present. He pulled out a roll of adding machine
tape and started unrolling it saying he had started on one end with 5000, then 4990, 4980, 4970 - every ten years
- until he got to 0 and then continued with 10, 20, 30 to the year 2,000, which was the last entry .
He stood up on a chair as he unraveled his long white tape and then stood up on top of the desk to let the tape
held in his hand at 5000 BC to the bottom touching the floor at 2000 AD. He had marked on his tape with a red
line where computers began on the 1950ish line and said given the 7000 years, computers have not been around
very long. Of course, we all agreed the red mark was on the very end - a few marks from the bottom of his tape.
Then he said "You know, as fast as computers have advanced, I wonder how far they will go? He then turned
his tape over and explained he had continued the "years of the tape" from 2010, 2020, 2030...7000 more years
to 8980, 8990, and 9000. He asked "Where will the computer be then?"
Then he said "I would like to be there, so I could turn it off!"
*******************************

2

See one of his Web sites at: http://courseweb.unt.edu/gknezek/
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* My first computer came with a 40 MB hard drive...40!...and when I upgraded to a 110 MB I thought I had
gone to heaven.
* Floppy disks of 5.25" (1.2MB) and 3.5" (1.44MB)? How much fun was that?
* I still have Word for Windows 1.1, 3.0, and 5.5 on 3.5 disks...don't ask me why - but they did get dusted off.
* One day my major professor Dr. Ron Newsom turned to his computer (1990) typed a short letter for me and
then turned around to wait for it to come out of his printer. I was impressed he could do all this by himself as
most faculty in Matthews Hall let the secretaries type letters for them. It is a great feeling to be able, as some of
you know, to do your own work - as good as having a secretary would be - I guess.
* Am still impressed with what FORTRAN did for the statistics on my dissertation. Then having a procedure
and program to do Judgment Analysis along with some SPSS for multiple regression (and descriptive statistics)
as been a joy - and I wish I could have done more in this discipline...maybe when I really retire?
* **With Claire almost three years working, Grady graduating in August, and Emily Jean starting her third year
in college it will behoove me to behoove them to look at a book on 'The Seductions of Computer Technology'
titled "Moths to the Flames" (See #23 in my Critical reading list under Books on my Web site).

"There must have been a moment, at the beginning, where we could have said -- no.
But somehow we missed it."
Tom Stoppard, Rosencrantz & Guildenstern Are Dead.

1/2 + 1/2 + 1/2
Although I bought this Mean Green 32 oz. drinking glass at North Texas State University in 1977 I did not use
it the 21 months while working on my PhD. It goes to work about 5 p.m. most days and generally lasts till about
10. My adult beverage (only one a night) for example is "My Usual."
I fill one half (1/2) of the glass with ice and then add four fingers (vertically) or 1/2 the glass with J.T.S. Brown
straight bourbon Kentucky whiskey (80%). The glass is now 1/2 full. I add a squeeze of lemon. Then my first
mixer choice (Dr. Pepper) is poured in to fill up the last 1/2 of the glass. I could break this down into ounces but
it would be confusing as both get to within one inch of the top. The math worked out to about two bucks a
drink. I'd rather not think how many toddies, ounces, or liters it has held - but the Dr. Peppers is what cost me.
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Tipps Point
Speaking of my unique drinking glass Jeanne and I use to have happy hour around here (or somewhere) about
five o'clock. As a matter of fact she bought me a Jimmy Buffett 3 shirt that says "It's 5 o'clock somewhere!" I
have the shirt on now, in her honor, and want to tell a story about us being at Tipps Point enjoying ourselves,
the dogs (we still had Mocha) The lake, happy hour, and Oklahoma.
We were in our lawn chairs next to the trailer watching it get darker as the sun has just gone down and we are
watching the water to the east of us on a pretty day with no real wind, pleasant temperature, and feeling like "it
just don't get much better than this!" Course, this is reason we headed out to go camping.
I'm watching the lights on the three or four towers out yonder to see if they have difference with the strobes
going to white or if they will continue to flash as it gets darker. We both see about the same time on the horizon
almost below or through the tree line a light beginning to grow brighter. I am thinking, having another swig of
my usual (it could have been rum that night) one of the towers has switched to a night light setting and is getting
brighter.
We watched for just a short time and then both of us said "you know that could be a fire." It was glowing! I was
wondering where my cell phone was just in case I needed to call for a fire truck - although the activity was way
across on the other side of the lake (bout where Kenneth's 1000 acre range is) and then Jeanne and I said (about
the same time) "Oh my goodness, that thing is really bright..."
And then we watched "the lesser light" slowly rise.
Landing the Big Orange (N601BN)
Let me quote Jimmy Buffet again: "If you have ever seen a 747 take off from close range, you have probably
asked yourself the first question that comes to mind: How in the hell do they ever get that big son of a bitch into
the air?" (p. 115). Let me tell you. My first trip to HNL was my line check as the flight engineer on Braniff's
trip 501. As we were cleared for take off on the west complex at DFW the captain turned around to me and
asked "Do you want to go to Honolulu?" As flabbergasted as I was that he would ask me anything, I stammered
back "yes." He then said "Watch this!" and pushed the four throttles up and took us to Hawaii...the airplane
didn't do it, he did.
Landing that big hummer is a learned event because the cockpit is so high in the air in a landing attitude. The
view from the cockpit for a normal visual glide path is 3 degrees. The airplane body attitude is 2.5 degrees and
the flight path is also 2.5 degrees. Crossing the threshold of the runway should be at 23 feet. This is the main
gear path and is measured from the body main gear. This approach path, visual sighting, in a normal approach
will let the ship land 1500 feet down the runway - which is the aim point - especially over the threshold.
This is a problem to be contended with and trained because the pilot is sitting so high and the main gear is so far
back that more than one of us has landed short - it is real easy to do. Easy because the pilot was 64 feet high in
the air at the end of the runway.
So, the training department worked out a procedure - at least when training at the Boeing plant in their simulator
- as during happy hour at the motel we use the third floor bar. We could put our feet on the rails and look down
and practice our round outs from about 64 above the ground (Jeanne, if she were here could verify this story).

3

In his book "A Pirate Looks at Fifty" he inspired me with his pilot skills when he asked his mechanic "Pete" while working on his
Grumman Albatross (SA-16 actually) to show him around his plane. He put on his flight coveralls and they crawled around the engine
spaces. "I wanted to know how everything worked...If you are going to be a good captain, you need to know your ship" (p.116). A
great book; "Not a problem, mon" and, as his son says "Koo-ba" for Cuba (p. 125).
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My new Small Group sign, KJV, and my murse with Kimber.
In my continuing education courses/learning/theology I owe Jeanne's Small Study Group a great deal of
help/care/love for our time spent studying - especially after Jeanne died, at Michael and Jan's home, to say
nothing over the years with The Truth Project, our special celebrations, and other Bible studies.

My selfie is day one for The Gospel of John at Perkins School of Theology at SMU with Dr. Jaime Clark-Soles
in the fall semester of 2014 when I audited her informative, transformative, and abundant study of the Fourth
Gospel. Encouraged by Kelly and Lisa, the unpacking, writings, and friendship of the class was a perfect
continuation of my new Monk work. The Greek sentiment for this is on my Web site: "Come and see!"
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Claire: NESW/ Bleep/Lat-Long
* I used to get upset when Jeanne would ask me to pick Claire up from school and take her home. Course, the
argument I had using for my time, gas, and the fact she was only about a mile from school finally lost to the real
reason of "Better spend some time with her while you can..." proved to be correct.
* One day (she was seven or eight) I had picked her up to bring her to the house and we were in the Big '60.
Trying to be pedantic I asked her "Claire, we are going north and getting ready to turn right. Which direction
will we turn?" She asked me which way were we going (she was getting her bearing) and I told her again north
and then she said after a moment of study "Never Eat Soggy Waffles" and announced to me "east."
* I was at home when Kelly asked me to pick Claire up early for some reason at the day care so I headed on
down there and put her and her little car seat in my ole '79 pickup. She was around 14 - 15 months I guess. We
had been working with her to play a game we called "Parrot" and we were working on simple words as she was
just learning to say other words rather than "no." So, we head out west on the curving roads back over to I-35
and I start in giving her words to parrot back at me: "Momma" "Kelly" "Lisa" "Grammy" and a few more.
While this splendid pedagogy was taking place I wondered over the center line a bit, jerked the ole truck back,
and said "BLEEP!" Yep, she didn't miss a lick. I was so proud. Couldn't laugh, of course. Her mother was upset
at me when I relayed the story.
* One day about the time we were getting ready to fight in Afghanistan I got my big map out and placed it on
the kitchen island so Claire, Grady, and Emily could see the topography. I had highlighted a line around the
country and started in on pointing out the names they/we would be hearing on the news of the towns, mountain
ranges, and surrounding countries. I said something about latitude and longitude. Claire almost on being a show
off remarked "Oh, I know all about lat/long." I asked her what she meant and she said well, I remember lat
because they are like rungs in a latter and the longs go up and down or vertical.
Well, I had to jump on that. Got my little globe off the shelve, dusted it real good and picked out a spot and
wrote down the Lat/Long on a piece of paper and gave both to her and said "where is this at?"
Took her about a minute...
97º West Longitude
These bullets above - especially Claire's Lat/Long - get me into one of my last stories of my
notebook/scrapbook especially the lat/long issue. I was looking at the charts (maps) I used to fly between ARD
and SWO, DAL and ARD, and HVA and ARD and to SWO. Then it dawned on me how close the 97 degree
meridian was to four of the six places I have lived all my life. The information here is more for my benefit than
for anyone else as it reflects no historical relevance, comprehensive understanding, or any consanguineous
finding.
The lines I drew to fly between these four locations tend to be just about north/south. Then I measured the
distance from the 97th meridian and determined the average distance from each place was about 4.5 miles. So,
the math shows I have lived (at least had a home) near the 97th for about 90% of my life - noting 50% of that
has been here at Hidden Valley Airpark. For sure, we all know I have not been physically present for all this
time but the addresses are accurate - save Korea maybe...
The total distance from DAL to SWO is ~188 KM/219 SM, which is just about the distance from Kansas to the
Red River. Well eschewing variation, deviation, isogonic lines, variant winds, my true measurements from the
Lambert Conformal Conic Projection chart gives me 95% probability of being correct - maybe 99%. You can
see in the picture below some of the tools I used for this navigation problem. The tools are normally carried by
all aviators - or at least were stored for a hundred years to make a picture to impress grandkids.
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Aeronautical tools to be used for precise determination of specific aerodromes, measurements of degrees,
headings of accuracy, and to rearrange variant degrees of coriolis effect, rigidity in space, and precession.

******************************************************************************************
Ok kids, here are four learning items you must complete for this Scrapbook
1. Looking at your future - an article by Loren Eiseley.
2. Some comments on how to work around "dangling participles and verbal faux pas of the rank
and file" (the bourgeois) - "Well, basically..." - an article by Stan Powell.
3. And you must show competence in computing the standard deviation by memory. This is a
piece of cake - Claire learned it in 15 minutes (and so did Kelly - yesterday!).
4. Short quiz with your personal evaluation using some bi-modal adjectives.
Can I emphasize how important it is for you (three) to get the evaluation back to me?
Number 4 is due as soon as you can get it emailed to me.
The 1 thru 3 items will be accomplished in our next face-to-face (F2F) meeting.
There is a lot of gold in this Scrapbook - both for me and for you.
g♥
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From my library - An interesting read4 about your future
One of my most favorite stories on my philosophy shelve is from Loren Eiseley. His introduction
to this one is "Modern man lives increasingly in the future and neglects the present. "Here is the
old anecdote sensing the "beginnings of the modern predicament."
It seems that along a particularly wild and forbidding section of the English coast -- a
place of moors, diverging and reconverging trackways, hedges, and all manner of
unexpected cliffs and obstacles -- two English gentleman were out riding in the cool of the
morning. As they rounded a turn in the road they saw a coach bearing down upon them at
breakneck speed. The foaming, rearing horses were obviously running wild: the driver on
the seat had lost the reins. As the coach thundered by, the terrified screams of the
occupants could be heard.
The gentlemen halted their thoroughbred mounts and briefly exchanged glances. The
same thought seemed to strike each at once. In an instant they set off at a mad gallop which
quickly overtook and passed the lurching vehicle before them. On they galloped. They
distanced it.
"Quick, the gate!" cried one as they raced up before a hedge. The nearest horseman
leaped to the ground and flung wide the gate just as the coach pounded around the curve.
As the swaying desperate driver and his equipage plunged through the opening, the man
who had lifted the bar shouted to his companion: "Thirty guineas they go over the cliff!"
"Done!" cried his fellow, groping for his wallet.
The gate swung idly behind the vanished coach and the two sporting gentlemen
listened minute by minute, clutching their purses... A bee droned idly in the heather and the
smell of the sea came across the moor. No sound came up from below.
So, what does he say about "an odd resemblance in that hundred-year-old story to what we
listen for today"?
Where are you in the story?
Where are you in the wait?
How will this affect your future?
Please read the complete article and be able to discuss what you all will be like in a "few"
years.

4

The two page article is in the Appendix under the title "Man, Time, and Prophecy."
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List of words to consider not using (very much, if at all, maybe - never)
Consider using other than these trite, worn out, worthless, mundane, irresponsible,
and trivial words:
1. basically *
2. like, like, like, like, like, like: like - like -like "like" like, (like) ---LIKE
3. whatever
4. know what I mean
5. absolutely
6. global
7. iconic
8. think out of the box
9. LOL
10. that
11. awesome
12. ok
13. ya know
14. right
15. world class

* Never, never, ever, anywhere...is this B word required - or even
suggested! - to be used for anything!
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Here is the deal: study this page. I will give you the next time we meet some raw score numbers. You will, from
memory, determine the standard deviation for the group...A PIECE OF CAKE!
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Sadye Jacquelyn Kirkpatrick Heartsill
January 8, 1917 - December 24, 2003
Sadye was born in a farmhouse between Healdton and Fox Oklahoma 1917 during a
big snowstorm. She talked of her father, whom she called “Papa,” and describes how,
as a young man, he knew the hard life of being a cow hand or a cowboy. She said he was
was tough, stern, strict, and even cruel with animals. They would buckle under his complete
control - He was the Master - Always.
“Papa” was a tall, Ram-Rod Straight man. Sadye was this image of her Father but with a
Beautiful Grace, Elegance and Dignity that was respected by all that would meet and come to
know her. He had blue eyes and a handle bar moustache. All three of Sadie’s sons
have at one time or another sported moustaches, all admiring the pictures that they had seen
of their Granddad Kirk, but only one has the trademark handle bar. Some of us have never seen
his face without it. He is Sadie’s youngest son, Jim.
In the early 1920’s, one July, Granddad Kick packed the family up in two covered
wagons and headed out West to Colorado. The trip was very long, 34 days on hard
driving, bad roads. The family endured hardships during the trip from driving rain
to snow, to leaving food behind, to being cramped in a rough riding, horse pulled,
wooden wagon. One evening Sadye and one of her older sisters Alice were having a
heated conversation in “Mexican.” Sadye writes about this account in her book “A
Cowboys Life.” Sadye recalls leaning up against the canvas and then all of a sudden
falling out only to wake up in her “Papas” wagon having been very ill. The whole
family concerned for her life and her father hovering over her. Sadye would be just
fine but recalls the secure feeling she had that her father was there. Her sister Alice
confessed years later that she had been the one that had pushed her out of the
wagon. Alice also shared with her that “Papa” would switch her when she and
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Sadye squabbled. Sadye confessed that she too would receive the switch but not that
often! Whether or not giving Sadye the information of “how” she fell out of that
wagon was a “smart” thing for Alice to do remains to be a personal choice. It
definitely answered the HOW part for Sadye and it has clearly has been a great
topic at MANY family reunions and get to gathers.
We all love the stories that our families tell.
This is where the “Switching” stories come from Sadie’s boys, when they talk about
their punishments. “All” however wanting to “steal” the story, “All” telling how
“He” was switched the most or the hardest or how if the switch wasn’t big enough
how they were forced to return to the tree to hunt out a “Bigger” size. The youngest,
Jimmy, saying that by the time it came his turn he got the worst of it.
Sadye raised Chihuahuas. One day her “Princess” got loose and was in heat. Sadye
looked out her window and saw that “Princess” has met a fellow and this upset
her! She called the dog a “Hussey!” Patty Gayle tells that it wasn’t often that her
mom would get upset but when she did that was the extent of her anger!
Sadye was with her children alone for years at a time and handled the family while
her husband Hobart went off to WWII. Who is seen in a picture, just ask the
youngest son Jimmy, since in retirement has become quite the “History Buff” and
has picked his father out in a line up front row marching in France. Sadye did,
however, on all accounts save her husbands life from the next War…Korea. She got
Bulbar Polio and he was unable to leave her behind…his 45 th division was all but decimated in
Korea. Hobart was in the Army Reserves until his retirement in 1968, retiring as Lieutenant
Colonel.
Sadye would have her sons enlist. Gary would spend time in the Air Force in Korea
and Greg in Germany while also in the Air Force. Jim was in the Army reserves.
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Sadye was a Den mother, Cub Scout leader, Girl Scout leader, and helped her
husband run the grocery store in Ardmore Oklahoma. When the kids would come
home from “Lincoln School” She would fix their lunches at the store. Patty Gayle, as
Sadye would call her, remembers liver and onions, spinach and cornbread. Hobart
Loved cornbread and buttermilk.
Speaking of food, nobody can go by without this topic being discussed. Sadye was one of
the best cooks ever!!!! Just get anyone talking about her famous Sunday dinners and your
mouth will squirt and your nose will smell the roast, fried chicken, peas, mashed potatoes, hot
rolls, her chocolate pies, fudge, her brownies and has anyone come close to figuring out how she
made those apricot pies? Only she had that “touch!” The pies would make grown men steal and hide
the fired pies so that their young children only got “the small ones! She has tried to teach a few of us
how, and was VERY honest about the results…too much salt, not enough Crisco, over cooked the
apricots, too much sugar not enough sugar, almost got it!!! When

we would get frustrated and say that we would never get it she would put her
beautiful hand up to and cover her mouth in a smile or small laugh and close those
beautiful blue eyes and know that we were complimenting her to the highest. She
passed on to all of us a chocoholic behavior and to her daughter Patty Gayle, the
apprenticeship in the cooking arena. She learned the tricks of Sadye’s trade. Patty
Gayle is an excellent cook! Who has also passed the traditions down to her daughter Gala Kim
and her nieces Kelly and Lisa.
One story Sadye’s children tell is while sitting around the supper table and
having a fried chicken dinner. When out of nowhere Sadye, who from all accounts
was prim, proper, and very elegant, flips a chicken leg over here shoulder to the floor for one of
the animals and continued to eat as if that behavior was a normal supper table
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ritual! Totally out of character, the family sat for a second silent, then started to
laugh, it was one of the funniest things they had ever seen her do. From that day
forward they gave her the name “MA” as in Ma and Pa Kettle.
What we remember about Sadye was she was particular about how you spelled
her name and wouldn’t hesitate to correct that. Jeanne remembers her saying that her name
was spelled exactly like Jacquelyn Kennedy’s name. There is no shortage of honesty in
her family - or humor, talent, or leadership.
What we remember most about Sadye was that she was an artist. She painted on
everything from gourds to birdhouses, canvas, to drift wood. She decoupaged more than one
box with pictures of her family.
She was talented beyond words. She quilted quilts, which were another item that we all fussed
over. She wrote and published a book about her father, Granddad Kirkpatrick. Always important
to her that her life and the account of it were passed on for generations to read and remember.
She did an extensive research of our family tree which was a great background of where we all
came. She wanted her children and their children and generations to come to know.
She had a green thumb, famous for her Iris’s of which we all have in our
yards. Her tomatoes and onions and she was the only one to get the Christmas
Cactus to bloom.
She was a very special strength in our lives. Sadye lived a long time and was able to see
her Children, Grand children, and even Great Grand Children, all of whom she was very proud.
We will miss her terribly but know that we were blessed with her as a Leading lady in our lives.

(This was written right after Mama died in 2003 and reformatted on 17 March 2016 to go into the
Reminiscences for the grandkids
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I wished to live deliberately,5
to front only the essential facts of life,
and see if I could not learn what it had to teach,
and not, when I came to die, discover that I had not lived.
I did not wish to live what was not life, living is so dear;
I wanted to live deep and suck out all the marrow of life...
------------------------------------

The shadows are lengthening for me6
The twilight is here.

My days of old have vanished, tone and tint;
they have gone glimmering through the dreams of things that were.
Their memory is one of wondrous beauty, watered by tears,
and coaxed and caressed by the smiles of yesterday.
I listen vainly, but with thirsty ear, for the witching melody of faint
bugles blowing reveille, of far drums beating the long roll.
In my dreams I hear again the crash of guns, the rattle of musketry,
the strange, mournful mutter of the battlefield.
But in the evening of my memory, I always come back to West Point.
Always there echoes and re-echoes in my ears -- Duty, Honor, Country.
Today marks my final roll call with you.
But I want you to know that when I cross the river
my last conscious thoughts will be of the Corps; and the Corps; and the Corps.
I bid you farewell.

************END OF PART VIII************
5

Thoreau, Henry David (1854). Life in the woods. Boston, MA: Ticknor and Fields. Note: Selected verses mine.
This is General of the Army Douglass MacArthur's presentation speech at West Point on 12 May 1962 where he received the
Sylvanus Thayer Medal, the highest honor of the United States Military Academy. He said he had no prepared address but these words
in my opinion are the most poignant and meaningful words that have ever been spoken by any general. I have tried to read this to
every Air Force class I taught.
6

MacArthur, Douglas. (1964). Reminiscences. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill. The complete speech is on pages 423-426.
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APPENDIX

For this scrap book here are a few documents to show what some of the important reference documents that are
located in the "big box" in my office which includes most pages used in this version. For today I have listed:
* Dad's Bible page
My birth certificate
* UNT Sheepskin
* SMU Diploma
* NTSU Diploma
* Marriage License
* Eiseley's "Man, Time, and Prophecy"
* Primer for Success in the C-21A IP Upgrade Class
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These are samples of some of the documents in the file at the house.

Dad about wore this Bible out - which I have inherited.
Jeanne and the girls gave me the same KJV before Korea but it was not read near as much.
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There are a lot of people to thank for this sheep skin - and Jeanne leads the list.
Humbly, with a tear in my ole eyes, this earned degree is next to winning my wings.
You should ask me about the signature on the right as I have his autographed book.
Alfred F. Hurley (1975). Billy Mitchell: Crusader for the Air Force.
Dr. Hurly was the chancellor at UNT and a retired AF Brigadier General.
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Jeanne and I took some of the same courses for our degrees at SMU.
I would hold up the extraordinary professor and classes I had with Dr. Benjamin A. Petty.
Any success I have had in academics goes right back to studying with him.
Ask me some questions about his first lecture in MLA 6360 "Philosophers Examine Religion" and what his
only error was on his final paper for his Masters Degree.
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Dr. Ron Newsom was my teacher in this degree as well as being my major professor for my last degree.
The work here set me up to know what to do about 10 years later.
Also, the great books course was really one of my most enjoyable - and it added two shelves of books.
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Notice who signed as witnesses!
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A Primer for Success: Getting Ready for
C-21 IP Upgrade Academics
Gary Heartsill, PhD
“Go easy on the brakes,” he said. “Don’t taxi in a straight line. Get the habit now of weaving a little all the time and
rubber-necking, so that you can see what’s in front of you.” Clumsily and with too much braking, I turned into the
parking row and lined up on the other ships. I climbed out and stepped to the front cockpit for his criticisms. He
reached out and gripped my wrist.
“I can’t feel your pulse now,” he said. He relaxed the grip. “Now I can. An airplane’s the same way. If you
grip the controls, you can’t feel what the airplane is doing. Remember that tomorrow – and relax. That’s all.”
“Yes sir.” I started to go. He called me back. “What was the oil pressure just before we landed?” His eyes
were on me. I flushed.
“I didn’t check it, sir,” I said. He shook his head wearily and turned to the next student, who had just
walked up. I trudged toward the Stage House with a resolve forming inside me that was chiefly concerned with oil
pressures and oil temperatures. He never caught me on that score again (pp. 70-71).
Bernie Lay
I Wanted Wings

ABSTRACT
In the past thirteen plus years over 800 students
have completed the C-21 Instructor Pilot Upgrade
Course. Some post course evaluation comments
have suggested that the expectations of the
students were different than the reality of the
teaching; for sure, this is not a negative statement
but an area of the course that can be
pedagogically improved. This Primer is designed,
therefore, to help the IP candidates in their precourse academic activities by listing some ideas,
guidelines, and some thoughts toward cognitive
thinking before the balloon goes up in the
classroom (where did that expression originate?).

T

he five day academic portion of the C-21
Instructor Upgrade Course is commonly
called “Fundamentals of Instruction”
(FOI) – or, G. Heart Country - if you want to be
daring. The study areas in the course include
FOI, systems review, airmanship, mishap
prevention, Error Management CRM, leadership,
and communication skills. The class has an
average of four students in each class. The five
days of FOI will be followed with a one-day
break and then three days of simulator training.
This primer is a focus on the five day academic
course with an eye on the simulator training,
aircraft training at Keesler, flying back at the unit
– and maybe some other things that (later on)
will be helpful in a major weapon system.

Expectations
The student who shows up carrying a
copy of Rasimus, Olds, Boyd, Gann, Kern, or
Day and asks in a demanding voice, “Hey, what
time do I brief?” will be made DG on the spot;
He may even be given a spot promotion!
Let me ask you a question. What kind of
attitude is displayed by a lieutenant (IP
Candidate) who “demands” from the get go to be
in charge and wants to read from our text books?
From my side of the desk he is called a “winner.”
In the Air Force it is called having “IP
presence.”

Note: This Primer is a guide. It is not official. It is a tool to help
new instructors. Please address any comments or suggestions to
gary@gheart.net as I am solely responsible for the content.
Revised 22 June 2011

Another question: What do you call a student
who sits down and begins to read US Today and
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asks, “What we are gonna do today?” You tell
me...However, he may need a fireguard.
Your commander has chosen you to be
an Instructor Pilot. Your unit instructors have
flown, briefed, and discussed with you as much
of the ins and outs of flying and instructing in the
C-21as they can. Indeed, you should be proud,
confident, and prepared to do your best job. Note
your commanders (and others) care about how
well you do. They want you to excel and be a
Distinguished Graduate. We call this extrinsic
motivation. Our expectations, then, are for “you
to be the best that you can be.”
You, by the way, would not be in the IP
Upgrade Course if “you” did not want to be
there. This intrinsic motivation is very important
and is a point or attitude that we all look for in
the IP candidates. There are some, however, who
for some reason or another, do not want to be in
the course. Commanders will handle this. (Thank
goodness that number is real low!)
We expect you to be ready and prepared
to brief the systems during the first class. Most
candidates have had a recent refresher and with
unit IP training (or is it teaching?) the student
should even be able to pass a Keesler system
ground evaluation during day one. This
preparation will enable the interested student to
look at systems at a higher level, give him the
confidence to join his classmates in “experience
dialogue,” and glean wisdom vicariously from
the group. Sharing wisdom, technique, and
experience with the Prior Qualified Pilots in the
class is educational for us all. The sharing of
their MWS experience will be help for
understanding the C-21 to a higher level and will
be a harbinger of things to come when you move
up to your next airplane.

In the arena for “effective learning” (how
is that defined?) we will use guided discussions,
group discussions, seminars, student briefings,
movie clips, instructor (teacher?) briefings,
impromptu and extemporary speaking
assignments. The class will be taught at the
graduate level. The class will be taught at the
level of the class experience. The class will be
taught under the title of “Discovery Learning.”
There is a difference in the andragogy (the
what?) with the flying hour mix of the students.
Each class is different. However, the learning
objectives, the learning outcomes, and the
student deliveries are the same in each class.
Adequate preparation and teaching (or is
it instructing?) by the student IP candidate will
facilitate the learning to a higher level. Rather
than spend time in a complete refresher, we can
look at the systems from an operational and
instructive direction by integrating the
Fundamentals of Instruction and systems review.
Let me give you some possible examples of this
methodology.
(a) You will brief electrics for 45 minutes using
only the DC diagram page in the Dash-One.
(b) You will discuss the Smoke and Fume
procedure without use of the Dash-One. This
procedure (as most of you already know) is
treated in FOI as a Non-Boldface Boldface
(NBB) procedure. “How are you going to use the
Dash-One if your eyes have been closed by acrid
electrical smoke?”
(c) Brief the class on everything you know about
Mach trim, flux valves, and BTBs.
(d) Discuss all the boxes on the TOLD card.
(e) Using just the Dash-One, determine for a
given close-in obstruction, the Net Climb
Gradient (can you use cut-back?).
(f) Discuss the operation and meaning of the fuel
lights during fuel transfer to a new copilot.
Note: Do these examples hint at being “King of
the Dash-One?” If so, how will you get there?

Learning more about the jet

Learning about being an instructor
Here is the good part: You have already
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been instructing (haven’t you?). Just keep doing
what you have been doing. This class will not
prepare you to instruct in a Tweet (all gone
now), T-1, or T-6. We will discuss laws of
learning, the psychology of learning, the marvels
of the brain, and how we perceive, learn,
remember, and think about information (Test
question!). This is the definition of Cognitive
Psychology.
We will spend time learning to think and
solve problems. We will go from the rote (the
numbers, “What”), to understanding (the
“How”) to the application (the “Why”) level
(Isn’t there one more?).
The laws of learning will be discussed.
An example, for instance, of the law of primacy
is the use of this Primer. You are being set up to
pass, to learn, to understand on the first lesson.
Perception is the basis for all learning.
Insights involve a person’s grouping of
perceptions. Perceptions result when a person
gives meaning to sensations being experienced.
Instruction speeds the learning process by
teaching the relationship of perceptions as they
occur. Did you get that? That was the whole FOI
in four sentences! The only thing left is
self-esteem and self-fulfillment needs. Well, we
will just wait – unless you get the book first...
FOI learning is about having fun
The keystone to the course, the part that
makes it the most fun, is the methodological and
pedagogical shift in the responsibility of the
learning from the teacher (instructor?) to the
student learner. Who works the hardest in class,
the instructor (teacher?) or the learner? What is
the answer to the question, “If the students aren’t
learning, the teacher ain’t teaching”?
The fun, therefore, is in the student’s
quest for excellence. The fun is in the quest/trek
for absolutely becoming an expert in the
C-21. The fun in the class is up to the student.
How to be a DG before you get to class

An interested C-21 IP student will
consider the following items to be completed
before the first class date. Yes, let it be known
that you do not have to do any of these items you might have been picked at the last minute to
cover the slot. If you do not have any of these
items when you get here, that’s fine; you will
still have 12 fun days to get ready. This is one of
the joys of teaching, learning, and training.
Here is a list of academic items to consider:
(a) You will be provided with a laptop.
(b) The Self-Study will be in your laptop.
(c) Prepare short Power Point Presentations, or,
(d) Have an outline to brief each system. After a
short overview or introduction, pick out
something very specific and brief the class at an
IP level. Make this a “new” and creative brief!
Note: The briefings will be standup in front of
the class. This is the time you will practice your
“Toastmasters” presentations. We will time it,
count your ‘uhs,’ (you cannot say ‘basically’ in
the classroom), and grade your content.
(e) Prepare a short report on any mishap. Relate
situational awareness, system knowledge, error
management, and the human factors involved in
the accident.
(f) Have a book report on one of the suggested
books from the Air Force reading list or from the
Primer’s Bibliography. Discuss how it relates to
being a pilot, instructor, an officer, leader, or
commander. Some of these references will be
used in class.
Rules for the class…There are only three:
FLY THE AIRPLANE!
FLY THE AIRPLANE!
FLY THE AIRPLANE!
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